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It offers an intro on the principals of monitoring and reading sign by looking at tracks, prints, gaits, scats, scents, and
animal behaviors.This full-color book may be the perfect guide for anyone interested in learning how to track animals
and read their signs. Over twenty different animals are profiled, including New World Moose, American elk, and
Whitetailed deer. It provides the reader with tracking and stalking techniques such as cool hunting, camouflage, and
utilizing the stump technique. Each profile lists basic characteristics, tacks, habitat, diet plan, behaviors, and common
relatives. Tracking may be the definitive one-stop guideline for any person looking to track and read indication while
discovering or hunting in the outdoors.
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I just think the more you know in what it around you the better. It is extremely fundamental and taught me hardly any.
If you are thinking about the subject you almost certainly already know most of the information in this book. It appears
filled with pretty photographs of animals, however the photos of the tracks getting analyzed are hard to find. I
purchased the hardcover rather than the Kindle version because I wanted the photos to end up being easily seen and in
color. 8. Lots of info Compare the various tracks and find out the details that help recognize each animal. I believe that
it should experienced more smaller game in it that folks will encounter to allow them to actually use the book to learn
about. Recommend eliminating animals like the SnowShoe Hare, Caribou and Jaguar that a lot of people will not
encounter and adding Turkey, Crimson Squirrel and Grouse. I am not really a big hunter nor do I read this stuff for future
sport pursuits. Nice intro to tracking I bought this book to add to my collection of tracking books. I enjoy tracking and
want to bring in others to the art. I needed more pictures and even more ideas of what to appearance for to start out.
It's nicely organized, with photos and illustrations showing the concepts. Tracking can help you become more aware in
character. This is a very fun activity related to kids. Then go out and practice. I would recommend this book. Good for
beginners This is a good book for folks to understand a few of the art of tracking. This reserve is light-weight, so you
could carry it with you.S. It didn't help much.5"X11"), which would make it bulky in a backpack, nonetheless it would
travel very well in a day-hike. It would make great reading around the campfire following a day on the trail as well. The
price is merely right too - not too expensive like many full-color books are. I run a lot of interpretive programs for
teenagers and tracking is among the subjects I cover regularly. You learn not only to recognize the tracks, but how
exactly to follow the trails of the animals as well. I would recommend this book for just about any parent who wants to
begin to introduce their child to tracking. For those who have never had any knowledge with tracking, get a book such as
this one and find out the key concepts. Hunters may also enjoy this book for the many hunting tips it contains. Lots of
Good Stuff Still reading this one mainly because it is quite lengthy. Get this book, then go outside and have fun! That
being said I, as a person from North Easter U. This is a huge format (approx. find it very insightful and useful. Also think
the infomation on Scat ought to be expanded.Disappointing I was expecting much more from this book. Good little bites
to provide to the cocktail party too by the way. The reasons for pets smells which are very difficult to detect until you
are very close anyways dont matter to a getting tracker Good book! Maybe that is why we skip the toilet so often? Good
information I found this book to be extremely informative. I am not used to strolling through the woods looking for signs
of pets and have found this reserve to be just what I wanted. Easy to read with a whole lot of detail concerning the
animal existence in my own backyard. The photos of the tracks and signals in this book will help you acknowledge the
stuff you find in the field. Fascinating and accurate. Can't place it down. Everyone in the family was captivated by this
publication, from teenagers with their grampa. great details on tracking, as well as the behavior of all game you'll track
in the united states. decent but a lot of time on advanced stuff Im thinking about understanding more about the
variations between animals especially elk and moose vs a deer for hunting and he spends short amount of time on those
things. This book can help me do that. Example: Hey did you kow that wolves pee higher up the tree because they can so
that they can appear larger than they are? Well created with a lot of useful information. the author did an excellent job
with this book. It is well crafted and turns what could be a dry and boring subject into something interesting and fun.
Great photos, excellent descriptions. Five Stars extremely good info that you might need Usable Good information Four
Stars Interesting Four Stars Good for the purchase price. Four Stars Good book, fine pictures and ilustrations Good read
Great information We learned a whole lot from this publication . I would suggest this publication to anyone who spends
time in the outdoor Five Stars Good browse. I don't recommend it but I have no idea of anything better either.
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